Given an image, we would like to learn to detect objects belonging to particular object categories. Common object detection methods train on large annotated datasets which are annotated in terms of bounding boxes that contain the object of interest. Previous works on object detection model the problem as a structured regression problem that ranks the correct bounding boxes more than the background ones. In this paper we develop algorithms which actively obtain annotations from human annotators for a small set of images, instead of all images, thereby reducing the annotation effort. Towards this goal, we make the following contributions: 1. We develop a principled version space based active learning method that solves for object detection as a structured prediction problem in a weakly supervised setting 2. We also propose two variants of the margin sampling strategy 3. We analyse the results on standard object detection benchmarks that show that with only 20% of the data we can obtain more than 95% of the localization accuracy of full supervision. Our methods outperform random sampling and the classical uncertainty-based active learning algorithms like entropy
Introduction
In object detection, we aim to accurately obtain bounding boxes in an image that contain objects of a particular category like bicycle, person or motorbike. We follow a common practice [5] [14] of proposal generation, feature extraction and classification to detect objects. However, to train for object detection we need accurate ground truth bounding boxes (annotations) of a large number of images. Annotating images is laborious and expensive. Moreover, not all training images are useful. We solve this problem using active learning for object detection such that only a few relevant images are chosen to be annotated. While ac- 1 An interested reader can find the proofs of theorems, details of the query function and more results at https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.07285v1.pdf 2 Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur 3 Amazon Core Machine Learning tive learning has been widely used for object classification [20] [26] [48] , it has not been as well explored for the problem of object detection where it is more useful. We model the object detection problem as a structured regression problem [5] that can be solved using a Structured Support Vector Machine (SSVM). A key insight in our approach is that we can view the task of structured regression as that of learning a binary classification model in a "difference of feature" space where the features are obtained from the different bounding boxes in each image. This allows us to develop an active learning algorithm using the principled version space approach of [38] in the "difference of feature" space for structured prediction. Version space based approach is a classical idea in machine learning introduced by Mitchell [28] . This idea has been further used in active learning in [38] [15] [36] . The main idea in this approach is to consider a version space consistent with the training data seen so far. Then we consider those samples for labeling that maximally reduce the version space. But a version space based approach for a structured regression task such as object detection is not directly possible. We show that by using the "difference of feature" space representation, one can obtain a version space representation for object detection. Further, an advantage we obtain is version space based active learning has strong theoretical foundations unlike the classical methods like entropy based querying strategy. As we show through an experimental evaluation, they also perform better than comparable baseline active learning methods.
The main takeaway from this paper is a theoretically well founded active learning method for object detection that outperforms other comparable active learning techniques. Currently, these have been developed using Caffe features [17] in a SSVM framework. They can also be suitably adapted to work jointly with deeply learned networks.
Related Work
Object classification and detection are widely explored topics in computer vision. It started with recognizing objects using simple geometry [29] to generating better features for object classification and detection using [27] [8] [2] to using better classifiers [5] [12] [40] to using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) like [22] , R-CNN [14] , Fast R-CNN [13] , Faster R-CNN [34] and SSD [25] . However, all these methods make use of full supervision for object detection in terms of explicit bounding box information.
Active learning [35] has been widely used for object classification [16] [21] . However, this problem has not been much explored for object detection which requires structured prediction of the correct bounding box. We discuss a few related works that have explored this problem. In [42] , the authors propose a part-based detector for object detection amenable to SVM, and show how to identify its most uncertain instances using the simple margin of [38] in sublinear time with a hashing-based solution. [50] proposes an incremental learning approach for some fixed data collection, like medical images, that continuously updates an object detector and detection thresholds as a user interactively corrects annotations proposed by the detector. Unlike [50] , in the proposed approach, the annotation costs are assumed to be equal for every image. Active learning should not be confused with active detection methods like [6] where the discriminative ability of an already trained base classifier is refined at test time using minimum human supervision.
Weakly supervised object detection has received considerable attention over the last few years [3] [37] [4] [7] [45] . In weakly supervised object detection, one aims to detect objects by using image level label information without using any ground truth bounding boxes. Our work is related to weakly supervised object detection, as we rely on image level labeling for positive images during training and active learning (weakly supervised setting). But our method is not limited to this setting. We adopt it as image level labeling is easily obtainable. We however, do not aim to do weakly supervised object detection in this paper. Rather, the querying strategies proposed in this paper can be used to select images for annotation from a pool of weakly supervised images in order to improve the supervised part of semi-supervised object detection algorithms.
Unlike heuristic approaches like entropy, version space approaches have a strong theoretical foundation [38] . Through this paper we provide, to the best of our knowledge, the first work that uses version spaces in the context of object detection.
Approach
The main technique that our method relies on is the version space reduction approach of [38] . The version space approach is a classical idea that relies on the duality between model hypothesis and feature space representation. Version space V is the set of model hypotheses that are consistent or satisfy training data in terms of features. Hyperplanes in the feature space F can be seen as points in The circle represents the current version space and the arrows represent the different unlabeled data points. The solution space of an up arrow lies to the direction marked 'Left' while that for a down arrow lies to the direction marked 'Right'. The intersection of the current version space with the solution space of a data point is the version space obtained after adding that point to the training set. The red arrow does not intersect the version space and therefore has no effect while the green arrow maximally reduces the version space the version space V and points in F become hyperplanes in V . This is because each feature point can be seen as constraining the set of hyperplanes that can correctly classify that point. Given this representation one can easily obtain algorithms to select features or samples to be labeled such that the version space (model space) is maximally reduced. However, in a structured regression problem such as object detection, this is not directly obtainable. For an image x i that contains an object of a particular category (e.g. bike) there would be a set of bounding boxes that would be positive and another set of bounding boxes that would be negative. A naive interpretation of this approach would be to create a separate instance for each bounding box with a positive or negative label. However, for each image, we would like to rank the positive bounding boxes higher than the negative ones. Thus we adopt an approach that relies on a "difference of feature" representation. Given this representation, we can obtain a version space based active learning method for this feature representation that solves for object detection. We propose five different version space based algorithms and compare these methods with several baselines proposed recently.
Difference of Feature representation
Consider a set of bounding boxes Y xi from a set of bounding boxes Y that are positive. All the bounding boxes Y xi have an overlap greater than 0.5 with the ground truth bounding box. Further consider a set y i that has the minimum overlap in Y xi . For any m ∈ Y xi and n ∈ y i , we obtain a "difference of feature" representation
The idea is that given this representation we can learn a model w which ensures that all bound- While the green bounding box is the ground truth bounding box, the blue box is a bounding box that has 50% overlap with ground truth and the red box has lesser overlap ing boxes that are positive score positive when compared against the barely correct bounding boxes and score negative if they are not overlapping or have an overlap less than 0.5 with the ground truth bounding boxes. The model is learned using the following formulation:
For a positive image, y i ∈ Y xi is the bounding box which has maximum loss (=50%) with respect to the given annotations (the score decreases as the loss increases). For negative images, y i is the full image and Y xi = {}, i.e. the null set. We term this formulation as Modified Structured Support Vector Machine formulation (M-SSVM) as this is similar to the Structured Support Vector Machine formulation for object detection [5] . This formulation is equivalent to a hard-margin SVM in the "difference of feature" space.
Method and its variants
The active learning method relies on the version space representation in the "difference of feature" space. Our goal is to maximally reduce the version space while adding each annotated sample at every iteration. The area of the version space of an SVM is shown to be proportional to it's geometric margin in [38] . The version space V is the set of hyperplanes in the parameter space W that correctly classifies the currently labeled data points. If V is current version space area and V pi is the version space area after adding a newly labeled example p i , then reduction in version space area R pi = V − V pi . For maximum version space reduction, we choose that sample for user annotation, whose addition to the M-SSVM leads to minimum margin (inspired by [15] ). However, in this procedure we need access to the "future" margin min xj ∈Q min y∈Y (|ŵ (t+1) .F (x j , y j , y|) obtained after adding a newly annotated image x i to the training set Q, which already contains (t-1) annotated images. We estimate the "future" margin 1 using an alternate prediction and training algorithm.
Alternative Prediction-Training Algorithm (APT)
The algorithm used for calculating "future" margin after adding unannotated image x i to the training set. is as follows:
1. Select the y j from the previously annotated images x j ∈ Q which has the minimum score with respect to w t . Call it divider.
2. Sort (x i , y) in descending order according to score w t .ψ(x i , y). 
This algorithm is illustrated in the figure 3. While this is the main method, we also consider two other variations of this method and two variations of the margin-based querying strategy of [36] .
Optimistic Pessimistic approach (OPT)
In this approach, we use the y j obtained from previously annotated images x j to approximate y i of an unannotated image x i . Subsequently, we predict the "future" margin after adding x i to the training set.
The steps for the procedure are as follows:
1. Find y * i as
• Pessimistic method: Select that y j from the previously annotated images x j which has the maximum score with respect to w t (a pessimistic estimate), as y * i .
• Optimistic method: Select that y j from the previously annotated images x j which has the minimum score with respect to w t (an optimistic estimate), as y * i .
We begin with the pessimistic method when w t is not "stable" (reduces the number of false-positives in Y * xi ) and after querying a few images, we use the optimistic method.
Maximum Model Change (MC)
In active learning several methods are based on choosing samples that would induce a maximum change in the model. This approach is based on obtaining a maximum payoff for any sample that needs to be added. An equivalent method can be obtained by considering the measure of model change between a model obtained using the APT method and the current model to choose samples that would result in a maximum model change. We analyse the connection between our method and the maximum model change approach in the theoretical section. Using Theorem 2 as a motivation, we use similarity measures between w * (t+1) , obtained using APT method (upto step 5), and w t to query unannotated images. In this paper, we use cosine similarity 
Approximate Simple Margin (SM)
The margin of a Structured Support Vector Machine is min iŵ .F (x i , y i , y − i ) where y i is the correct class and y − i is an incorrect class with the highest score. In an earlier work [36] , the authors select a sample that has the minimum margin where margin is the difference between max-scored class and class with the second highest score. However, in practice, this poses a problem as the Selective Search procedure [39] , used to generate candidate windows, will hardly generate windows with complete overlap with an annotation. Such a strategy may find the difference of margins between two data points away from the hyperplane. This is also one of the reasons why M-SSVM has been introduced in this paper as the margin scaling pushes the modified features of the annotations away from the hyperplane. As the training progresses, the annotations become less important in determining the hyperplane. M-SSVM also allows multiple annotations.
We next propose a crude approximation to the margin of an unannotated x i and a candidate window y aŝ w.F (x i , y i , y) <= |ŵ.ψ(x i , y i )| + |ŵ.ψ(x i , y)| < max (x,y)∈A U |ŵ.ψ(x, y)| + |ŵ.ψ(x i , y)| where A U is the set of correct classes (here annotations) of the corresponding unannotated samples. Querying using this upper bound is equivalent to querying using |ŵ.ψ(x i , y)|. Thus the querying strategy becomes min i max y∈Y \yi |ŵ.ψ(x i , y)|. For each image x i , we can use the candidate windows to determine max y∈Y \yi |ŵ.ψ(x i , y)|. However, this might not hold if there are more than one annotations in an image.
This query strategy chooses that image where our classifier is less confident about the most likely candidate for an annotation or where the most incorrect candidate window is closer to the correct ones. Such an intuition makes this query strategy independent of the nature of the candidate windows generation method and the number of annotations in an image.
Modified Simple Margin (MSM)
An approach based on simple margin has been proposed earlier [38] [36] . Here we propose a method that slightly modifies the simple margin querying function and is sometimes more efficient.
For each unannotated image i,
1. Using the current weight vector w, select the maximum scored and second maximum scored candidate window. Call them b i and c i respectively.
2. For each annotated image, we select the annotation with the maximum score and add to set A. We use a similarity measure, like Gaussian kernel, to find that annotation from A which is most similar to b i . Call it a i .
Find margin m i as:
We find the unannotated image with the minimum margin.
Theoretical Analysis of the method
In this section we provide the main statements of the theorems that provide a strong theoretical foundation for our method. Theorem 1 explores the relationship between the actual weight vector and the predicted weight vector (step 5 of APT). This results in a bound on the predicted weight vector with respect to the current weight vector. Next we obtain a theoretical connection of our strategy with maximum model change and the simple margin of [38] through Theorem 2. In both the theorems, we assume that SGD is the training procedure where, at step t, η t > 0 is the learning rate and λ >= 0 is a regularization parameter used to control model complexity.
Relation between w t+1 and w * t+1
Theorem 1. After (t -1) images are annotated, if w t is weight of the model, p i is the newly annotated image whose addition produces the model w t+1 , m is the number of candidate windows for each image and θ t is the classification accuracy of w t on the modified features of the candidate windows in p i , then under reasonable assumptions:
Connection to other methods Theorem 2. At step t, if w t is weight of the model and (p
are unlabeled examples, then under reasonable assumptions:
Baseline Methods
We compare our method against comparable baselines based on other active learning strategies that have been used. While, the methods were not proposed for object detection, these are valid recently applied active learning approaches and they provide us with strong baselines for comparison. We define score s w (x i , y) for image x i , candidate window y ∈ Y and model w as eŵ .ψ(xi, y) where Y is the set of windows obtained from the Selective Search method [39] . These querying strategies will be used on Structured Support Vector Machine (SSVM) as baselines for comparison.
Maximum Entropy (ENT)
If P(y|x i ) = sw(xi, y) y∈Y sw(xi, y) denotes the model's confidence about the candidate window y, the query strategy is max i − Y P(y|x i )log P(y|x i ). This is the AL-Entropy of [46] .
Min-Max (MM)
A variation of the SM method, named min-max (MM), introduces a soft-max function in the querying strategy as min i max y∈Y sw(xi, y) y∈Y sw(xi, y) . This is the AL-LC method of [46] .
Margin Sampling (MS)
This is the margin-based query strategy of [36] . The querying strategy is to find that unannotated image which has the minimum margin where margin is determined by the difference between the highest scored and the second highest scored candidate windows. This is similar to the AL-MS method of [46] . This is a popular measure for multi-class active learning and has been shown in [46] to outperform other measures.
Experimental Results

Setup
We evaluate our methods on the PASCAL VOC2007 [11] and TU Graz-02 [30] datasets. The "Fast" Selective Search method [39] is used to generate around 2000 candidate windows for each image. We use layer 7 of the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) from Caffe [17] , pretrained on ILSVRC-2012 dataset, to extract a 4096 dimensional feature vector for each window.
The results for the active learning methods are reported on the test set using two measures Localization Accuracy and Localization Average Precision. Here, we restrict ourselves to localization and one object per test image. Localization Average Precision is the standard Average Precision (AP) measure when applied to only localization. Localization Accuracy is the percentage accuracy of localization (20% is represented as 0.2) on the test set of the object, under question. This is similar to CorLoc [10] but on the test set.
We train M-SSVM and SSVM using the faster but suboptimal Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm and the slower but optimal Cutting Plane (CP) method.
PASCAL VOC2007
The dataset has 2501 images in the training set, 2510 images in the validation set, 4952 images in the test set and 20 classes. The training and the validation set is merged.
Like [5] , the training of the models is done only on the positive images of this merged training set but the annotations marked 'difficult' are not left out during training.
TU Graz-02
The dataset has 900 annotated images and 3 classes. The dataset for a given class is randomly and equally divided into a train and a test set.
Evaluation of Method and its variants
We train our M-SSVM on PASCAL VOC2007 using SGD, apply the APT, OPT and MC methods of active learning using SGD as the training method and report their corresponding Localization Accuracy. Then we train the hardmargin SSVM on the same dataset using SGD, run random sampling for 5 times and report the mean Localization Accuracy. The results for 6 diverse and interesting classes of PASCAL VOC2007 are given in Figure 4 . We choose the APT method for further experiments. images (x-axis). We use only 16% of training images as we reach (or even cross) full supervision for most classes by that time.
Comparison of Method with its baselines
We train our M-SSVM using CP, apply APT method of active learning using SGD as the training method and report the results using Localization AP. For SSVM, we use the code 2 in [47] and set up the localization problem as shown in [5] . The same code is modified for M-SSVM. In addition, we perform active learning on SSVM using SM and MSM. We use the methods MM, ENT and MS on SSVM as baselines for comparison.
PASCAL VOC2007
The results in Table 1 The results in Table 2 contain the maximum percentage of Localization AP, compared to that of full supervision reached by SSVM, obtained by APT, SM, MSM, ENT, MM and MS methods of active learning using 10% samples. The mean Localization AP of full supervision is around 42. As this is an easier dataset than PASCAL VOC2007, we limit ourselves to 10% of the training images. Figure 4 shows the unreliability of random sampling. Random sampling works really well on 'train', works moderately well on 'motorbike' and 'horse' and works poorly on 'cow', 'dining table' and 'potted plant'. Random sampling might choose images whose candidate windows do not intersect the current version space at all, thus yielding no improvement in the results. Moreover, in practice, annotating previously unannotated images might actually make the result worse than before because of the effect of outliers. This effect seems to become more pronounced for classes with small number of training images like 'cow' and hence the wavy nature of their graphs. This effect is also the reason why some active learning methods cross the accuracy of full supervision.
How does APT fare?
Initially, due to low θ t , the baseline methods may perform better than APT (Theorem 1). But the APT method performs consistently well for almost all the classes and mostly outperforms proposed alternatives like OPT and MC.
As seen from Table 1 and Table 2 , in classes with poor detection accuracy like 'bottle', APT performs badly and in classes with better detection accuracy, like 'motorbike', APT outperforms the other active learning methods. For example, classes like 'motorbike' and 'bicycle' cross full supervision while classes 'chair' and 'bottle' have (in terms of percentage) a mean accuracy of 87 for APT, mean accuracy of 87.4 for SM, mean accuracy of 95.9 for MSM, mean accuracy of 87.9 for ENT and mean accuracy of 89.4 for MS. In the end, the APT method, on average, achieves more than 95% of full supervision with just 20% of images.
How do the baseline methods fare?
In spite of the practical difficulties, MS outperforms SM and MSM on PASCAL VOC2007. However, in classes with poor detection accuracy like 'sofa', 'potted plant', 'chair' and 'bottle', in terms of percentage mean accuracy is 93.9 for MSM while mean accuracy for MS is 81.4. ENT and MM are the worst performing methods on this dataset. TU Graz-02 is an easier dataset and all the methods achieve more than 90% of full supervision using only 10% of training images. In this dataset, MM considerably outperforms MS.
Visual Examples
We now consider some visual examples of detections obtained by the APT method. As can be seen from figure 6, the method is able to obtain quite good detections. Figures 6(a-d) show correct detections as they overlap by more than 50% with the ground truth boxes. Figures 6(e-h) indicate incorrect detection results as the score of these bounding boxes is less than 50%. For instance in Figure 6 (f), the bounding box of a horse is quite large and includes the human standing next to the horse. These incorrect detections can be corrected using post-processing bounding box regression approaches that are not adopted in this paper. We further consider image instances in the order in which they are queried for class 'motorbike' in figure 5. We emphasize those that result in a significant rise in accuracy using green border and those that cause a drop using red border.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed principled active learning approaches that outperform the classical active learning methods like entropy and margin sampling for object detection in a weakly supervised setting. Even though naive uncertainty-based active learning methods like simple margin of [38] work well in practice, they suffer from sampling bias [9] .
The querying strategies, proposed in this paper, can be used to select influential images for the supervised part of a semi-supervised object detector. This paper also provides the motivation for developing better methods for fixed feature extraction in a weakly supervised setting. For example, models like [4] or their context-aware variants like [19] can be used to fine-tune features using only image labels, thereby generating better features.
In future, we would like to incorporate an exploration/exploitation trade-off step in the methods to make them resilient to outliers and noisy annotations [31] or combine several active learning measures like [1] , [33] . Clustering based outlier detection methods [32] can also be used to filter out possibly occluded annotations during the training step of APT, OPT and MC.
It would also be interesting to look at active learning scenarios where the annotation costs of different images are different [41] .
We have used features extracted from Caffe [17] , which used models trained on ILSVRC-2012 dataset. So this paper solves the classic active learning problem for object detection where the features of images (and their respective candidate windows) are given but their annotations need to be actively queried. But [14] used supervised fine-tuning An interesting observation is that some of the incorrect detections (like f) can be corrected by efficient bounding box regression (this is not included in this paper).
to generate better features and subsequently improved the object detection results. Such fine-tuning is challenging in case of scarce annotated data and is the next logical step for this paper.
